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 VISION VISION  

4-Star Ceramics 
For Hotel Monaco 
At Lignano 
Sabbiadoro
In the heart of Lignano Sabbiadoro, a famous 
resort on the Adriatic coast, a recent renovation 
project transformed the historic Hotel Monaco 
into an elegant hotel with contemporary 
design. 

Architect Oscar Rizzatti gave the building a 
facelift, making skilful use of materials to 
add value to spaces and raise the quality 
of the accommodation offering. This radical 
refurbishment enabled the hotel to upgrade its 
rating from 3 to superior 4 star category. 

An important part in this project was played by 
the Majestic collection by Ceramiche Piemme, 
which provides the unifying element to ensure 
stylistic continuity throughout the hotel: from 
the small but attractive foyer to the communal 
areas of the floors and the bathrooms of the 9 
junior suites.  

The large-size tiles reproduce all the typical 
veins and streaking of Carrara marble in fine 
porcelain stoneware, thanks to a state-of-the-
art digital technology. 

The snowy whiteness of the original raw 
material combined with the quality of the 
best Italian-made ceramics bestows immense 
elegance on all the interiors. (cont...)
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(cont...) “At the Hotel Monaco, we 
worked to eliminate the superfluous, 
giving every interior its own 
sophisticated character, in which nothing 
is left to chance. The choice of materials 
was therefore fundamental in achieving 
this result."

"The luminous Ceramiche Piemme 
flooring welcomes guests right from 
the entrance, immediately raising the 
hotel’s perceived quality,” Oscar Rizzatti 
underlines. 

The marble-effect slabs were combined 
with wenge wood for other floors in 
the rooms and for furnishings and 
fittings designed in association with 
“Areedesign” of Codroipo (Udine).  

Hotel Monaco is able to offer 34 rooms 
including 9 large junior suites. It also 
features an extensive panoramic terrace 
with solarium and relaxation area 
overlooking the water features of Piazza 
Fontana, the heart of this resort town. 
The bar, open to the public, and the 
breakfast room have also been restyled. 
www.ceramichepiemme.it
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Major Refurbishment Works 
At University Of Lincoln 
Campus Complete
Midlands-based contractor G F Tomlinson has completed a programme of refurbishment works at the University 
of Lincoln’s Riseholme Park campus, just north of the city. The 400-acre site, which comprises the Lincoln 
Institute for Agri-Food Technology (LIAT), Riseholme Hall, an equestrian centre, Plowright House, woodlands, 
grasslands, watercourses and a working farm, has undergone extensive refurbishment works to the value of 
£4.7 million. Secured through the Scape Regional Construction framework, the project was delivered over two 
contracts by G F Tomlinson alongside architects CPMG and PolkeyCollins - to provide improved learning and 
research facilities for university staff and students at the site’s existing buildings, including Riseholme Hall, 
Plowright House, the on-site stables used by Bishop Burton College and Riseholme Park Farm.  

The site, part of which is located within a registered historic park and gardens of special historic interest, is 
home to the buried remains and earthwork of a medieval village - a settlement which was established there 
in the late 11th century.  Works to the Grade II listed, early 18th century Riseholme Hall, saw M&E systems 
upgraded including new lighting and intumescent door fixings to meet current fire regulations, as well as 
redecoration throughout the building.  

New security door scanning technology was also installed to each office and 
meeting room within the building, and included the installation of a new kitchen 
and café area, shower room and toilet facilities.  Externally, essential repairs were 
carried out to protect the fabric of the historic building, including liquid coating 
the roof, replacing leadwork and replacing timber.   Refurbishment of the existing 
equestrian centre and farm included upgrading the barns and stables with new 
roofing, lighting and adding an extension to one of the barns. 

A new roundhouse was also constructed for the farm livestock – providing a lighter 
environment, separate sections and easier channels for livestock movement and 
managing veterinary visits, as well as a raised viewing area for staff and students 
to enable safer teaching.  New lighting, fencing, timber cladding and guttering 
were also provided to two of the farm’s existing agricultural buildings – with a new 
extension including welfare space for students constructed at one of the buildings.  
G F Tomlinson also carried out refurbishment works to Plowright House, which is 
used by Barclays, and houses an Eagle Laboratory Farm.  

Formed in partnership with the University of Lincoln’s Institute for Agri-food 
Technology and Agri-Robotics research centre, the Eagle Laboratory Farm supports 
entrepreneurs with the latest technology, co-working and dedicated business 
spaces, a robotics lab, a demonstration packhouse and model refrigerated 
supermarket aisle, all intended for the aim of furthering innovation in agricultural 
technology.  www.gftomlinson.co.uk
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Photo credit: Ed Reeve

ACPV’s 
‘Lighthouse’ 
Office Tower 
Crowns Green 
Regeneration 
Of Local Area

The tower’s footprint is minimized by ensuring 
the site is open to public use, and by creating 
a new pedestrian-friendly urban district where 
local businesses can thrive. Beyond the A2A 
Headquarters, the urban regeneration project 
extends from the neighboring Piazza Trento to the 
closest metro station through via Crema. Enlarged 
pedestrian areas, two new squares, additional 
green areas and bicycle paths will turn the area 
into a diverse, multigenerational and attractive 
neighborhood.

“The new tower and the renovation of   the firm’s 
existing buildings transform the architectural 
volumes to allow for a seamless passageway from 
Milan’s city center to the Porta Romana disused 
railway yard and the Symbiosis business district 
that is currently taking shape,” Claudio Raviolo, 
head of the project and partner at ACPV, says. 
Expected to be completed by 2024, A2A’s new 
headquarters is located in an area of Milan that is 
currently undergoing profound transformation. 

The new tower will redefine the role of the district 
in harmony with the nearby Symbiosis business 
district, facilitating the transfer of major service 
sector operations to this part of the city. The 
project confirms Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel’s 
deep expertise in the design of office buildings 
and workspaces. Recent works include NOVE, 
an office building in Munich (Germany); NEXXT –
Fastweb HQ in Milan; and the restyling of Enel’s 
headquarters in Rome.  www.citterio-viel.com

The headquarters of Italian multi-utility company 
A2A is a major new urban development that 
comprises a new 144-meter-high tower with a 
contemporary design inspired by the industrial 
past of its location. International architecture and 
interior design practice Antonio Citterio Patricia 
Viel (ACPV) has unveiled the design for the new 
Milan headquarters of Italian multi-utility company 
A2A. 

ACPV’s project reimagines the company’s office 
spaces as capable of adapting to people’s ever-
changing needs at work, while reviving the local 
urban fabric with 6,320 sqm of new green public 
spaces. 

The 144-meter-high office tower – named Torre Faro 
(lighthouse tower in Italian) – will connect Milan’s 
historic center and periphery by reactivating a 
north-south axis that runs from the city center 
through Via Crema and Piazza Trento all the way 
to ACPV’s Symbiosis business district, located just 
across the disused railway yard. 

“The A2A Headquarters project creates a new 
vertical village for the firm’s operations. It is 
designed for people to enjoy working in the 
company of their colleagues and to encourage 
spontaneous professional and personal 
interactions,” Antonio Citterio, architect and 
co-founder of ACPV, says. ACPV won the 
architectural competition for the design of the 
new office building and the adaptive reuse of the 
existing structures in 2018. The new tower can 
accommodate 1,500 people in spaces that are 
flexible, open and are complemented by a green 
courtyard shared with the Museum of Energy –  
located inside the existing buildings that will be 
revitalized with the project.

Vertically, the tower is divided in the middle into 
two sets of office floors framed by the spacious 
entrance hall on the ground floor, the Sky Garden 
in the middle and the Belvedere on top. Just like 
the Sky Garden at mid-height (61 meters), the 
Belvedere provides panoramic views of Milan 
at 125 meters above ground. The tower’s large 
atrium and the suspended mezzanine create a 
generous and welcoming environment, enhanced 
by the multifunctional office spaces located 
on the floors above. The architecture of the 
buildingaddresses future professional needs by 
integrating flexible spaces – including co-working 
lounges and informal meeting rooms –  that can 
be reconfigured for multiple uses.
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Stepnell Transforms Former Factory 
Into New £14M Contemporary 
Creative Hub
A GRADE II listed former ironworks in Northampton has 
now been fully transformed by complete construction 
partner Stepnell and West Northamptonshire Council 
to provide local creative businesses with studios, 
workshops and managed workspaces. The £14 million 
Vulcan Works development, located in the heart of the 
city’s Cultural Quarter, is a combination of renovation 
and new build, providing a total of 68 lettable units 
specifically aimed at start-ups and growing businesses 
within the creative industry. 

Stepnell started on site in March 2019 to construct 
and deliver the new facility. Stepnell’s Midlands team, 
led by regional director Adrian Barnes, worked on 
site throughout the pandemic, using its expertise in 
restoration and conservation construction to carefully 
transform the 146-year-old building. Adrian said: “We 
are delighted to have completed Vulcan Works – a 
tremendous achievement for everybody involved. We 

are extremely proud of everyone who has had a part 
to play in bringing this historic building back to life, 
providing an exciting space for new businesses to 
grow and thrive, while still retaining some of the 
original features and characters of the former factory.  

“As with all heritage projects we had to overcome 
a number of challenges, especially with its town 
centre location requiring the use of a tower crane 
for material movement. As the project consisted of 
listed elements as well as new build, the interface 
between the elements had to be carefully considered 
and sequenced to ensure we got it right." 

The town centre scheme is expected to 
support up to 100 local businesses in its first 
ten years of operation, creating around 300 
jobs for the local community. 

Cllr Lizzy Bowen, West Northamptonshire 
Council Cabinet Member for Economic 
Development, Town Centre Regeneration 
and Growth, said: “The project has delivered 
a collection of buildings that I know small 
creative businesses will want to call home."

“We were insistent on an extremely high 
standard of finish and that’s precisely 
what we’ve got. The transformation of this 
collection of buildings, some of which were 
in a terrible state of repair, is absolutely 
startling.” 

Designed by architects Purcell UK, the project 
involved the refurbishment of the old iron 
stone work factories along Guildhall Road, 
the refurbishment of the former museum 
store and the creation of a new three-storey 
building, as well as constructing a brand-
new block on Angel Street to create the new 
office, studio and managed workshops. 
www.stepnell.co.uk
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HyGIeNIC PedeSTRIAN TRAFFIC 
CONTROL FROM TORMAX

Offering a modular solution to the pressing need 
for shops, offices, public buildings and schools to 
more closely regulate the number of people entering 
their facility, TORMAX has launched a new add-on 
module, TORMAX count+go.  

Working in tandem with any TORMAX sliding or 
folding automatic entrance, this module effectively 
controls the number of people entering an area, 
setting the door to close when a pre-set limit 
is reached.  It also synchronises the timing of 
entry to ensure a hygienic physical distance is 

maintained between individuals. In addition to 
closing the doors when the maximum number of 
people entering an area has been reached, TORMAX 
count+go issues a clear acoustic signal to alert 
pedestrians to wait. 

As soon a person exits the building, bringing the 
number back down, the door returns to the open 
operating mode.  For further visual announcements 
to users, TORMAX count+go is also available with an 
elegant display stand featuring a large monitor for 
customized messaging. A second monitor can also 
be integrated as a digital advertising panel.  
www.tormax.co.uk

Siderise has launched a suite of new passive 
fire protection products specifically engineered 
for masonry facades, making it easy for 
specifiers and developers to choose the right 
protection for their buildings. Designed to 
meet the specific construction challenges and 
requirements of brickwork facades, whether 
masonry or steel framed. 

The new product range includes the Siderise 
External Wall (EW) and enhanced External Wall 
intumescent (EWi) systems, comprising both 
specialised cavity barriers and fire stops, in 
addition to the Siderise BB-CB Balcony Bracket 

Cavity Barrier. Each product has been subject 
to rigorous third-party testing to the relevant 
UK and European standards to ensure high 
performance and accurate product data. Siderise 
has been working in partnership with clients to 
provide optimum insulation solutions for fire 
safety and acoustic applications for over 45 
years. 

It offers a range of market-leading passive fire 
protection systems for all kinds of facades, 
as well as architectural, HVAC, and interior 
acoustic insulation solutions. Each product area 
is supported by extensive testing, technical 
expertise, detailing and advice.  
www.siderise.com

PUTTING eXPeRTISe INTO BRICKS 
ANd MORTAR – SIdeRISe LAUNCHeS 
MASONRy PASSIVe FIRe PROTeCTION 
PACKAGe

Crittall, the originator of the steel window and 
the sector’s leading manufacturer, has launched 
T60 - a highly innovative thermally broken steel 
window and door system.  T60’s slim profiles 
replicate original Crittall steel windows, combining 
traditional aesthetics with 21st Century levels of 
performance. 

T60 features an advanced high density 
polyurethane isolator as a thermal barrier.  This, 
together with housing high performance double 
or triple glazing up to 38mm wide, ensures the 
system surpasses the requirements of current 
regulations while at the same time providing 
contemporary levels of comfort, particularly in 
harsher weather conditions where traditional steel 
windows may not have previously been sufficient. 

Market-leading weathertightness performance has 
been tested to European and ASTM Standards.  
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

CRITTALL LAUNCH INNOVATIVe THeRMALLy 
BROKeN STeeL WINdOW

(cont...) But it’s vital that the controls installed meet the requirements 
and on occasions the limitations of the potential users. There is no 
point installing the latest wifi or blue tooth connected controls if the 
homeowner or tenant is elderly or vulnerable and unable to fathom out 
how to use the latest smart controls now available. Clever use of controls 
can help minimise energy consumption by ensuring each room is at the 
right temperature for comfort, whilst avoiding overheating. 

As well as offering Boiler Plus compliant units, ESi is one of the leading 
members of the OpenTherm Association here in the UK, offering access to 
the OpenTherm protocol. OpenTherm is a non-manufacturer dependent 
system of communication between modulating HVAC appliances and 
room thermostats. Quite simply, it consists of a communication protocol 
and an interface specification.   More and more appliance manufacturers 
are bringing modulating central heating systems onto the market.

These appliances offer better efficiency and reduced environmental effects. 
However, to operate these appliances, a communication protocol between 
the appliance and the controller is required. It involves the addition of a 
small bit of software only available to OpenTherm Association members. 
OpenTherm allows 3rd party control manufacturers to create a wide range 
of simple control solutions for boilers. Installers have freedom of choice 
and the knowledge that whatever OpenTherm control they choose, the 
boiler would always run at its most efficient point.  ESi has launched its 
new, top of the range, 6 Series WiFi Programmable Room Thermostat, 
offering the latest in heating control here in the UK. 
www.esicontrols.co.uk

THe RIGHT HeATING CONTROLS FOR THe RIGHT 
eNd USeRS… 

From sophisticated users who want the latest wifi controlled options, 
to elderly or vulnerable people who need the simplest of controls 
to cope with their heating system – it’s vital that there’s a full range 
of complexity available in today’s heating controls marketplace. And 
ESi is rapidly becoming a major force in the sector, able to offer a 
control suitable for any home in the UK.  The decision as to which 
to include in a new build heating installation or in a heating system 
replacement project is not always straightforward, with a wealth of 
options available and a range of combinations of components that can 
enable the homeowner to be in control of the heating in their home. 
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HAURATON’s new web-based application ‘DesignSoftware’ 
provides quick, simple hydraulic analysis, channel 
sizing, project design and product specification for the 
company’s range of surface drainage systems. 

Immediate access for registration and use of this new 
hydraulic design software is achieved through the link: 
www.hydraulicdesign.hauraton.com

User-friendly and free-of-charge, it provides engineers 
with the flexibility to create their own drainage designs 
and project specifications, with just three clicks to a 
hydraulic calculation.  www.hauraton.co.uk

NeW HydRAULIC deSIGN SOFTWARe 
FOR HAURATON SURFACe 
dRAINAGe SySTeMS

Leading radiator manufacturer Stelrad Radiators 
has announced the addition of a new Heavy 
Duty Deco radiator to its Heavy Duty radiator 
family. It joins the Heavy Duty Planar which has 
seen major success since it was launched two 
years ago.  

This new addition will provide additional 
choice to the commercial marketplace providing 
a designer option, as the fascia of the Deco 
feature’s attractive horizontal lines. 

This robust version of the popular Deco design 
comes with a 3.2mm combined thickness 
tough outer steel fascia to provide additional 
protection where the radiator is used in an 
environment where contact is likely and there 
is a need to take knocks in its stride. 

It’s a high-end specification product built to 
withstand high impact, yet it retains its high 

heat output whilst remaining price competitive. 
And now the product and packaging are both 
recyclable.  www.stelrad.com 

HeAVy dUTy deCO LAUNCHed 
By STeLRAd A. PROCTOR GROUP eXPANdS

FIRe-RATed SySTeMS OFFeRING

A new tape for 
use with fire-rated 
internal vapour 
control layers is 
available from the 
A. Proctor Group. 
Procheck® FR 
Tape, a B-s2,d0 
aluminium-faced, air and vapour tight product, is 
designed to be used with Procheck A2 and Procheck 
FR200 vapour control layers (VCLs) which are part 
of the fire-rated system solutions available from 
the A. Proctor Group.  The tape is used to seal the 
horizontal and vertical overlaps of these VCLs, as 
well as over the fixings, around penetrations and 
junctions, to ensure the internal air and vapour 
barrier is one continuous, seamless layer.  
www.proctorgroup.com

‘PROTeCH RAdON 400’ GAS MeMBRANe 
Added TO PROdUCT PORTFOLIO

Radon protection has become a hot topic for the 
industry in recent years. The only way to manage the 
risk of dangerous in-house radon concentrations is 
to prevent the radon from getting indoors in the first 
place. The most common way to do this is through 
the installation of a ground gas barrier membrane. 
The A. Proctor Group Ltd. have unveiled their latest 
ground gas protection membrane: Protech Radon 
400. This membrane is reinforced to resist stretching 
and elongation, and can be used with both solid and 
suspended ground floor applications. Protech Radon 
400 is extremely robust but remains flexible and easy 
to handle, even at very low temperatures. 
www.proctorgroup.com

Architects looking for a sophisticated take on AkzoNobel’s 2022 Color of 
the Year can benefit from Interpon’s Baku. Building on the light and airy 
shades of Bright Skies, which draws out themes such as expansion, open 
air and the great outdoors, Baku, which is part of the 2022-2025 Futura 
Collection, provides bold, neutral tones to bring 
the collection down to Earth. Extensive global 
trend research done by a team of AkzoNobel 
experts and international designers reveals that 
we’re reassessing what really matters and ready 
for a fresh approach to everything. 

Conducted annually by AkzoNobel for nearly 20 
years, the research generates valuable insights 
that are translated by paints and coatings 
experts into their respective segments. The 
Futura Collection has been the leading color 
range in the powder industry for decades, with 
a color palette which is updated every four 
years. The four inspiring palettes of the 2022 
Color of the Year – Workshop, Greenhouse, Studio and Lighthouse – offer 
inspiration in the form of on-trend shades, textures, metallics and special 
effects, including several ultra matt finishes, for both interior and exterior 
applications. For more information about the Color of the Year 2022, visit 
https://architectural.interpon.com/ and follow #CF22 on social media.

AKzONOBeL POWdeR COATINGS BRING dePTH TO 
2022 COLOR OF THe yeAR

Leading UK supplier of foam sealant 
tapes for windows and doors ISO 
Chemie has won an international 
innovation award. The company, which 
manufactures the ISO-TOP WINFRAMER 
thermal insulating and load bearing 
bracket systems and ISO BLOCO multi-
purpose joint sealing 
tapes among other 

sector leading products, has won the ‘SME Innovation 
Award 2021/2022’, presented by the Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Verbraucherstudien mbH market 
research institute.  

The organisation is based in Berlin, Germany and 
provides technical product advice and analysis to 
international consumers and businesses. The many 
innovative developments and applications of ISO 
Chemie’s products are recognised by the award, which 
sees the company rank in the top 10% of small and 
medium-sized construction and transport enterprises across the country. 
Andy Swift, ISO Chemie’s sales and operations manager - UK & ROI 
(pictured, above), said success reinforced the products wide variety of 
applications and energy efficiency benefits, ensuring they are suitable for 
a host of energy efficiency installations.   www.iso-chemie.eu/en-GB/home
 

ISO-CHeMIe WINS INTeRNATIONAL INNOVATION AWARd
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Set The Standard 
For Certification 
And Performance 
With Howe Green

Howe Green’s durable 7500 Series and 1050 
Series Floor Access Covers are independently 
tested to BS 476 Part 22 to support construction 
professionals in achieving the highest levels of 
compliance, without compromising on quality or 
functionality. 

CERTIFIRE accredited for Fire Integrity and 
Insulation for up to two hours, the resilient Floor 
Access Covers provide permanent, discreet and 
secure access to underground services for a 
diverse range of applications, from healthcare to 
infrastructure. 

Ensuring building professionals consistently 
meet legal compliance, without impacting on the 
chosen visual appeal, the Floor Access Covers 
are constructed of high quality aluminium or 
stainless steel, dependent on specification 
requirements. 

Frequently specified for both interior and exterior applications, 
the Floor Access Covers are suitable for installation with all 
types of hard floor finishes, including stone, tiles and 
ceramics, and can withstand up to 6.5 tonne pneumatic 
tyre wheel load, depending on specification. 

The Medium-Duty 7500 Series is available in single, 
duct and multi-part configurations, all of which are 
certified for two hours on integrity and one hour for 
insulation. The 7500 Series is available in a range of 
sizes, from 900mmx900mm as a single cover, right 
through to 4m x 3m as a multi-part cover. 

The Heavy-Duty 1050 Series is constructed of stainless 
steel and is also available in single, duct and multi-part 
configurations. The single cover and duct run specifications 
are fire rated for two hours on integrity and two hours for 
insulation, whilst the multi-part cover, which is available up to 
4m x 3m, is fire rated for two hours on integrity and one hour 
for insulation.

Specified for high profile infrastructure and construction 
projects across a range of industries, Howe Green’s innovative 
Floor Access Covers offer unrivalled levels of certification, 
performance and ease of installation.  Supplied with 
comprehensive test certification, the Floor Access Covers 
support professionals in not only achieving constant 
compliance, but provide a trial of due diligence, if and when 
required.

Tested to BS 476 – Part 22 for integrity in the case 
of a fire, the test is for use of the cover in a 

dead load environment only. Any multi-
parts above 4m x 3m are not covered 

by the fire rating.  

All insulation times are also based 
on the Floor Access Covers being 
completely filled with C40 Concrete. 
If a surface finish is applied, such 
as tile, then the insulation times 

must be disregarded. 

As a member of the official Made 
in Britain organisation, Howe Green 

manufactures its extensive portfolio of floor access 
solutions at its UK headquarters in Hertfordshire 
to exact client and project specifications, meeting 
the functional and aesthetic requirements of any 
environment.  www.howegreen.com
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A Sound Choice For Children
Patalab architects were commissioned to 
convert an intriguing building off Acton 
High Street in the London Borough of Ealing 
into a new certified school for children with 
Special Education Needs and one with a 
special focus on pupils with severe autism. 
Snowflake School is an Ofsted-outstanding 
teaching environment in a building which 
was originally a purpose-built hall for the 
Salvation Army before being turned into an 
animation studio. 

Inserted steelwork mezzanines over a 
herringbone- floored hall contributed to a 
mishmash of conversions. Given the nature of 
the school and the links between autism and 
noise sensitivity, Troldtekt’s acoustic wood 
wool panelling was specified to minimise 
sound reverberation and to promote a healthy 
sound environment and calmness. 

Project Architect Sophie Fuller explains “The 
double-height central space works really well 
as the school’s main hall. In order to minimise 
sound reverberation, we chose to clad the 
upper half in acoustic panelling made from 
wood wool. The texture and neutral colour of 
the panelling also help to make this tall space 
feel friendlier and warmer.” 

Following design guidelines, as well as meeting 
fire protection and safety requirements, 
meant many aspects of the building’s history 
had to be covered although glimpses remain. 
For example, the original parquet floor used 
in the assembly hall, original metal handrails 
protruding from new plywood balustrades 
and relocated doors as internal windows. 

At the same time, ramps and a platform stair 
lift have been added to create accessibility. 
Founded on the Cradle-to-Cradle design 
concept, Troldtekt’s natural and inherently 
sustainable panels are available in a variety of 
different surfaces and colours and contribute 
positively to a building’s BREEAM, DGNB and 
LEED ratings. 

In addition to their high sound absorption 
and tactile surface, they offer high durability 
and low cost lifecycle performance. Available 
in various sizes and in four grades from 
extreme fine to coarse, the panels can be 
left untreated or painted in virtually any RAL 
colour. www.troldtekt.co.uk
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Winchester City Council Goes 
Above And Beyond With Accessible 
Bathrooms
Winchester City Council has demonstrated 
its continued commitment to go above and 
beyond, in providing five highly specified 
Changing Places bathrooms in Winchester 
Sports and Leisure Park.  Pressalit, leading 
Scandinavian manufacturer of accessible 
bathroom solutions, was asked to specify 
a range of state-of-the-art products for 
each of the bathrooms that would suit 
adults and children in a multi-user, public 
environment. 

Pressalit responded to the Council’s desire 
to provide enhanced facilities for members 
of the community with disabilities. For 
example, three of the five bathrooms 
benefit from the Pressalit electrically 
powered height adjustable toilet, 
exceeding even the recommendations in 
the British Standard. 

In addition to the toilet lifters, all 
five Changing Places facilities include 
Pressalit’s electrically powered height 
adjustable Matrix Medium wash basin, 
their award-winning height adjustable 
Shower Change Table 3000, as well as 
drop down hinged support arms and grab 
rails. 

Cubicles in a number of other communal 
accessible changing areas also include 
Pressalit’s height adjustable shower seat, 
along with additional support arms and 
grab rails. The new centre  includes an 
8 lane 50m pool, 20 m teaching pool, 
multipurpose sports hall and climbing 
facility, squash courts and fitness suite.   
www.pressalit.com
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Dik Geurts is the brand under which DRU designs and manufactures its wood fires and stoves. The 
latest freestanding model is Soren 5, part of a series that includes the popular Ivar and Aste. It has a 
classic square shape with a distinctive new door design in a dark anthracite finish. The standard heat 
output is 4.9 kW so it can be used without additional ventilation and it has an A+ energy rating with 
82% energy efficiency. 

New dik Geurts Wood Stoves In 
Classic And Contemporary designs

These stoves can be installed into existing UK 
fireplaces by hollowing out the chimneybreast and 
creating an inglenook fireplace. 

There are also freestanding models with various 
log storage options. The Odin is a stunning circular 
wood stove that can be wall-mounted or suspended 
from the ceiling. The latest model includes a 
sturdy base that takes up very little space in the 
living room but creates an impressive focal point. 
It is available in both single-sided Front or Tunnel 
models. 

The Tunnel version can be viewed from both 
sides, allowing the stove to be located in a central 
position for dramatic effect. It has a maximum 8 
kW heat output with an energy efficiency rating of 
75%. The Instyle Corner Slim 660/570 is the latest 
in a series of built-in wood burning fires in single-
sided, 2-sided, 3-sided and tunnel options. The 
660/570 model has a compact size that is suitable 
for the conversion of a standard UK chimney or 
for installation in a false chimneybreast or room 
dividing wall. 

The 2-sided fire view provides a stunning addition 
to any living space, with a clear, unhindered view 
of the flames. It has a substantial maximum heat 
output of 10 kW and an impressive 80% energy 
efficiency rating.  All the new models have the 
option of an external air system that recirculates air 
from outside the building for combustion. They will 
be available to UK fireplace dealers and installers in 
2022. www.drufire.com
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Stoventec Glass Creates 
Striking Appearance For 
New Scientific Centre

A major new UK centre for health-focused scientific 
excellence in Hull features a striking interior design 
created with the use of materials provided by Sto. 
RB’s £105m Science and Innovation Centre has been 
constructed with the StoVentec Glass system used 
inside the building. 

“This is a genuinely high-tech building, achieving LEED 
Gold accreditation through the application of renewable 
energy systems and sustainability initiatives,” explains 
Toby Ingle of project architects and international design 
practice, Ryder Architecture. 

“It also houses world-class science and research 
facilities, so it was essential that any construction 
materials such as the StoVentec Glass system could 
provide the highest levels of performance and visual 
appeal.” 

Some 675m2 of white StoVentec Glass were installed in 
a three-story communal area inside the building. This 
reflects the natural light entering via the roof skylights 
to create an airy and open environment, while also 
contrasting visually with the exposed brickwork featured 
in this area. 

The StoVentec Glass panels were supplied in 
bespoke sizes and shapes to suit the specific 
requirements of this project. 

They were installed using Sto’s adjustable 
sub-construction which allows the panels 
to be perfectly aligned to each other, and 
so create the visually attractive, large 
and smooth surfaces which feature in 
this building. 

In addition to being used in the interior 
of a building as in this case, the StoVentec 
Glass ventilated rainscreen cladding system 
can also be used externally to provide an 
effective façade insulation system which keeps 
the wall dry and allows it to breathe, while also 
creating a visually striking façade.  
www.sto.co.uk
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Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School based in 
Kingstanding, Birmingham, took advantage 
of a quieter time, with the majority of 
pupils home schooling, to undertake 
interior wall protection work with Yeoman 
Shield. Catering for 700 pupils aged 11- 16 
the school has corridors and break-out 
areas throughout the school where walls 
and corners especially are exposed to 
marking and impact damage caused by the 
everyday movement of pupils, staff and 
equipment. 

The damage not only detracts from the 
smart image the school strives to up hold 
in all areas, but also becomes a strain on 
the maintenance budget with constant 
requirements of repair and redecoration. 
With the aim to reduce such damage and 
expenditure, after research and receiving 
samples, Head Teacher, Robert Swanwick, 
contacted Yeoman Shield to supply and 
carry out the installation of a complete wall 
protection system. 

School Uses Time Wisely To Protect 
Interiors With yeoman Shield

Vulnerable wall corners were protected 
with 75 x 75 mm corner protection in a 
matching colour and Yeoman Shield 110 mm 
White PVCu cover over a solid timber core 
skirting was added. This full Yeoman Shield 
wall protection system will abolish the 
future need for repainting walls and skirting 
with cleaning being the only maintenance 
required, reducing budgets spends.

The rigid PVCu material that Yeoman Shield 
products are manufactured from are easy 
to clean, do not promote the growth of 
bacteria or mould and are not affected by 
the use of commercial cleaners, assisting in 
the up keep of high hygiene standards. 

Mr Swanwick commented “the quality of 
the product is exceptional. It has been 
installed for six months in some places 
and shows no signs of wear or tear yet. 
I also cannot speak highly enough of the 
professionalism of the installation teams, 
who understand the challenges of working 
in a school environment and get on with 

things quietly and efficiently. I am a very 
happy customer.”  For more information 
on how installing wall & door protection 
products can help save on building 
maintenance and help keep interiors 
looking smart and clean get in contact on 
0113 279 5854, info@yeomanshield.com or 
go to  www.yeomanshield.com

Following strict Covid guidelines throughout 
the process, Yeoman Shield’s directly 
employed fixing operatives installed 
Yeoman Shield FalmouthEx Wall Protection 
Panels, (after boarding-out some of the 
brickwork to provide an even finish), at 
1250 mm high to corridor and dining areas 
in a Dusty Grey colour to complement 
artwork decoration applied to the upper 
walls.

Staircase walls were also fitted with the 
wall protection panels with the addition 
of Yeoman Shield 50 mm Dia. Guardian 
Handrail in Timber with attractive Stainless 
Steel accessories.  
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Beauty 
is in
the 
details.

EQUITONE [linea]’s unique 3D design plays with natural 
light to produce compelling visual effects. Created in 
collaboration with architects, the material’s ever-changing 
appearance draws the eye and holds the gaze. Inspired by 
the human hand, its proportions are familiar and inviting  
to the touch.

[ linea ]

 INTERIOR DESIGN

The addition of a number of coloured radiators being 
held in stock by Stelrad at its National Distribution 
Centre to be delivered within 24 hours of order, has been 
so successful that it’s adding to the range of coloured 
radiators available. Within both the Vita and Softline 
Series, the new Silhouette Concept will be available in 
Anthracite Grey. 

“The addition of coloured options from stock has been 
well received,” says Chris Harvey, Head of Marketing 
at the leading radiator manufacturer. “We’re seeing the 
numbers of orders increasing week on week and as a 
result have decided to meet the demand from customers 
by adding to the range available in both the Vita and 
Softline Series.

“It’s clear that radiators are being seen by many as part 
of the décor in a home rather than simply as a heating 
appliance,” continues Chris Harvey. “We are seeing far 
higher sales of the decorative and designer radiators we 
manufacture here in the UK and alongside this, we’re 
seeing the trend for coloured radiators very much on the 
rise.”  www.stelrad.com

NeW SILHOUeTTe CONCePT BRINGS AddITIONAL 
COLOUR TO RAdS IN STOCK

Pressalit, the leading Scandinavian designer of accessible 
bathroom solutions, has introduced a new height 
adjustable Shower Change Trolley, suitable for both adult 
and child environments in Changing Places facilities, 
schools or institutions. 

Providing safety and comfort for both changing and 
assisted showering, the new Pressalit Shower Change 
Trolley introduces a range of innovative features helping 
users and their carers, including foldable safety rails on all 
four sides and a vertical tilt mechanism. 

The shower and changing trolley has been created to 
combine a height adjustable changing table, with the 
option to use as a waterproof shower trolley. This flexibility 
is a valuable addition to any accessible or Changing Places 
bathroom, in wet or dry environments.  

Introducing foldable safety rails at the head and foot of 
the table, as well as on both sides, improves access for 
two or more carers to assist a user at the same time. The 
easy-to-fold rails provide security for the patient and help 
prevent falls and promote a greater sense of ease and 
calm by providing a real visible definition of space.  
www.pressalit.com

INTROdUCING THe MOBILe SHOWeR 
CHANGe TROLLey FROM PReSSALIT
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Two former furniture factory buildings 
in East London have been transformed 
into high-end apartments with the help 
of Crittall windows. Long Street in the 
Hackney conservation area was a key 
component in Shoreditch’s industrial 
heritage. 

The area was once the heart of the 
capital’s furniture trade and, following 
the Second World War when large 
tracts of land were earmarked for 
comprehensive re-development, the 
then London County Council sought 
to preserve the district’s characteristic 
built environment as well as local 
business by constructing what were 
termed ‘flatted factories’. 

The four-storey structural steel-
framed blocks were built in Long 
Street in 1959 with plenty of natural 
daylight and generously sized lifts for 
transporting uncut sheets of plywood 

to the upper floors.  The two blocks 
now form part of a luxury residential 
development, Long and Waterson. 
Architects Fletcher Priest have taken 
their design cue from the industrial 
lineage of the area, retaining original 
external brickwork and window settings 
and adding two rooftop penthouse 
levels creating a total of 71 apartments. 

Crittall Corporate W20 and MW40 
systems were specified, in fixed and 
opening format together with Crittall 
cold form tubular doors that meet 
the RC3 burglary resistance security 
standard; a choice that preserves 
both the original appearance and the 
industrial heritage of the area.  
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Helping To Preserve An 
Industrial Landscape

Rundum Meir Façade 
doors Uniquely 
Reflect Manchester 
Landmark’s Heritage

A bronze façade 
featuring 
integrated 
Rundum Meir 
garage doors 
for two new 
townhouses in 
central Manchester 
has been uniquely 
designed to reflect 
the architecture 
of the nearby 
John Rylands 
Library, one of 
the city’s most 
famous neo-Gothic 

buildings. Their full 
height bronze façade delivers a striking external 
appearance that takes a distinctive visual cue 
from the library, located opposite. 

The houses are designed around an inverted 
living approach, enabling the architects to 
maximise the footprint of the site and use the 
space to its full potential. Above the garages are 
floors accommodating the bedrooms, with the 
living, dining and kitchen areas on the upper 
floors, and a rooftop courtyard/garden completing 
the arrangement.  

The aluminium façade of both townhouses 
features laser cut and acid-etched lacy blind 
tracery patterns that match those in the windows 
of the library.  The lacy pattern extends over the 
full height of the façade which includes large 
folding/sliding shutters. 

These balance privacy with natural light 
requirements for residents during the day whilst 
being eye-catching at night as internal light 
shines through the laser cut pattern. This design 
extends into the twin side sliding sectional garage 
doors manufactured and installed by Rundum 
Meir, which effectively deliver a sliding façade at 
street level. 

The twin Rundum Meir sliding garage doors 
each provide a clear opening of 3.8 m for easy 
vehicle access from the street. Hand made using 
extruded aluminium, the fully automated bespoke 
garage doors have an automated pedestrian door 
as well as the side sliding door that demonstrate the 
design flexibility offered by Rundum Meir, who create 
every garage door to meet project requirements. 

In addition to the side 
sliding sectional doors 
supplied for this central 
Manchester project, 
bespoke Rundum Meir 
garage doors are also 
available in ‘round the 
corner’ side sliding, 
overhead sectional and up-
and-over styles. 
www.rundum.co.uk
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Profab Access Proves Its Worth At 
One Bishopsgate Plaza
Situated in the centre of the City of 
London, One Bishopsgate Plaza is one 
of the first high-rise residential and 
hospitality developments to be built in 
the capital for a number of years.

The flagship 43-storey tower will 
house London’s first luxury 5* Pan 
Pacific Hotel, which will comprise of 
237 rooms, an indoor swimming pool 
and a 370 capacity Pacific Ballroom.  
From levels 21 to 41, the development 
will house 160 luxury one, two and 
three bed residential apartments, or 

‘Sky Residences’, which will boast 
panoramic views of some of London’s 
most iconic landmarks. 

As part of the construction process, 
over 200 steel riser doors from 
Profab Access in a range of door 
leaf configurations and sizes from its 
4000 Series, combined with over 300 
bespoke ceiling panels from its 7000 
Series, are being installed throughout 
the entire tower by BDL Dry Lining. 

Specified due to their impressive seamless 
integration into masonry walls, shaft walls 
and drywall partitions, the riser doors provide 
discreet and secure access that won’t impact 
on the overall interior design scheme of the 
development, a main consideration for the 
public and private areas of the hotel.  

The 4000 Series’ third party CERTIFIRE bi-
directional certification from Warrington Fire 
was also a leading factor for specification, as 
the riser doors are fire tested from both sides 
to two hours. The bespoke Profab Access 7000 
Series Ceiling Access Panels have also been 
specified for installation throughout the hotel 
bedrooms and communal areas to provide 
concealed and maintenance free access to the 
ceiling shafts. 

Due to the significant size of the ceiling access 
panels, which span up to 1100mm x 1800mm, 
Profab Access developed a bespoke additional 
safety system that featured a one side lift out 
and one side swing/push latch mechanism. The 
innovative design assisted BDL Dry Lining’s 
team of engineers in stopping the heavy doors 
swinging from the ceiling, while also enabling 
the panel design to work within a reduced 
space.

The riser doors are also 35dB acoustic rated, 
smoke sealed and airtight to Part L. In the 
event of a fire, the doors will maintain their 
frame and integrity for up to two hours, 
limiting the spread of fire and transmission 
of radiant heat for this period of time. The 
doors’ intumescent smoke seals also enables 
occupants to safely exit the building.

Manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001, 
the 4000 Series Riser Doors and 7000 Series 
Ceiling Access Panels can be specified and 
installed in a range of configurations to meet 
each project’s specific measurements and 
requirements.   www.profabaccess.com
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Tormax Automatic Access To Award-
Winning Gallery
The award-winning MK Gallery brings world-
class exhibitions and events, together 
with pioneering learning and engagement 
programmes, to the heart of Milton 
Keynes.  Ensuring this vibrant community 
facility is accessible to all, TORMAX was 
contracted by B&K Building Services Ltd 
to install automatic doors throughout the 
contemporary new extension.   

Access to the popular café and extensive 
gallery spaces is simplified with the 
installation of TORMAX iMotion 1301 heavy-
duty swing doors, ensuring free-flowing 
pedestrian traffic, even during busy events.  
A TORMAX iMotion 2302 automatic single 
sliding door creates a welcoming main 
entrance. 

MK Gallery has an annual maintenance 
contract with the in-house trained team 
of TORMAX service engineers. The Swiss-
designed TORMAX range of iMotion 
automatic door operators incorporate a high 

torque synchronous motor that features 
none of the working parts that usually wear 
out, such as gears and brushes, making 
them one of the most durable and reliable 
on the market today.  

Both the iMotion 2302 and 1301 door 
drives are sustainable solutions, being 
precision engineered to minimise energy 
consumption during normal operation 
whilst heat loss from the main entrance is 
minimised thanks to a combination of rapid 
reaction sensors and powerful opening and 
closing speeds.  

“A planned maintenance contract can cut 
remedial call out rates for automatic doors 
by up to 80%”, explains Simon Roberts, 
MD for TORMAX.  “Schedule maintenance 
throughout the year ensures minor repairs 
are quickly resolved before they cause 
long-term damage.”  www.tormax.co.uk
  

The Automatic Door Suppliers Association (ADSA) is sponsoring 
a prestigious award highlighting the best in electronic product 
design and innovation at the AI Specification Awards 2022. 
Next year’s biennial event, which is organised by the Guild 
of Architectural Ironmongers (GAI) in conjunction with the 
Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), will mark its 40 th 
anniversary. 

ADSA is sponsoring the award to support member organisations 
that offer products and services that straddle traditional 
architectural ironmongery and electronic/technological solutions. 
It is part of a wider move to work with other professional and 
trade organisations for greater resilience and integration. Last 
year, ADSA joined forces with the Door Hardware Federation 
(DHF) to launch the Entrance Systems Alliance – an assessment 
centre for technical qualifications. It also supported the GAI 
members day this summer. 

The Product Design and Innovation – Electronic Award, will 
be judged on effective specification and demonstrate security, 
accessibility and safety enhancements that also add to 
aesthetics, functionality and longevity. To enter, projects or 
products must have been completed or released on the market 
between 1 October 2018 and 30 September 2021. Entries are 
now open and must be submitted by 19 November 2021. Each 
category will have a first, second and third placing. The judges 
will also decide on an overall ‘Winner of Winners’. Entries 
should be submitted online at www.aispecificationawards.co.uk 

Said Ken Price, Managing Director of ADSA: “We are delighted to 
sponsor the Product Design and Innovation – Electronic Award. 
As an association representing the powered pedestrian door 
industry, we are conscious that entrance solutions frequently 
consist of manual, electronic and technological products 
combined. We would actively encourage our members to enter 
and demonstrate the fantastic design and innovation which is 
regularly produced by our industry.” 

Douglas Masterson, Technical Manager for GAI, added: “We 
are overjoyed to have ADSA sponsor this award and join our 
judging panel. Following the postponement of last year’s 
awards, we will be assessing projects completed and products 
launched over the last three years! The 40 th anniversary of the 
award promises to be bigger and better than ever.” For further 
information on ADSA membership, email: rachel@adsa.org.uk 
or telephone: 01827 216136.

AdSA Sponsors Industry Award
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NeWLy ReNOVATed CAMBRIdGe CHURCH 
BLeSSed WITH WARMTH FROM SeCONdARy 
GLAzING INSTALLATION

Downing Place United Reformed Church is situated in Cambridge. It was 
formed in June 2018 following the joining of Emmanuel and St Columba’s 
United Reformed Churches. The redeveloped St Columba’s site has been 
extensively renovated as part of a £3.3 million project led by Archangel 
Architects into an open and inclusive church, and community centre. The 
main contractor Coulson Building Group contacted Selectaglaze to discuss 
secondary glazing solutions for the purpose of thermal retention. 

56 units were installed; comprising of four Series 45 side hung casements 
in the Chapel and 52 Series 46 slimline fixed lights installed in the Nave. 
A large circular primary window in the Nave was perhaps the most complex 
treatment due to its shape and elevated position. A timber mullioned 
cartwheel frame was crafted to  securely hold the secondary glazing. Seven bespoke Series 46 fixed light segments 
were made for it and glazed with 6mm toughened glass to give additional rigidity and structural strength.  The 
secondary units blend in seamlessly with the stone surrounds. The church has now been made more thermally 
efficient with the inclusion of secondary glazing and DPURC should start to see a reduction in heating costs, with less 
heat escaping and uncomfortable draughts practically eliminated.   www.selectaglaze.co.uk

Original Crittall windows have been 
replaced and upgraded on the main 
street frontage of one of Leeds’ 
most historic quarters. Briggate is 
a pedestrianised principal shopping 
street in the city centre containing 
many historic buildings including, 
tucked away from view in Lamberts 
Yard, the only remaining Elizabethan 
timber framed property in the City 
dating back to circa 1600. 

The walkway leading to that heritage 
enclave passes through No. 162 
Briggate, a 1950’s vintage commercial 
and residential block where Think 
Architecture has installed replacement 
Crittall steel windows. “No.162 had 
original Crittalls and, as with all the 
buildings around Lamberts Yard, things 
were in various appalling states,” 
said Simon Smithson, director of 
Pudsey, West Yorkshire-based, Think 
Architecture. The original single glazed 

windows in the three-storey no.162 
were replaced with double glazed 
lookalike Homelight windows. The 
building now houses new apartments 
and a ground-floor commercial 
premises. 

“I have to say,” added Mr Smithson, 
“ that the Crittall windows are a 
wonderful system. Several years ago 
we did a job and used what was 
described as a ‘Crittall-like’ system. 
Well, that was very disappointing 
whereas the Crittall system is a great 
system, so well made.” 
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Crittall Leeds The Way

Wrightstyle, the advanced glazing system company, has 
completed a tourism project in the Kingdom of Jordan. 
The contract was for the supply of WSL 50 series FR 
doors and partitions, providing 120 minutes of fire 
protection. 

Wrightstyle’s systems have been installed in a hotel in 
Ayla Marina Village, close to the Jordanian city of Aqaba, 
on the country’s Red Sea coast. The Jordan contract is 
just the latest project in the Middle East that Wrightstyle 
has been involved with, following other contract 
completions in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the 
Lebanon. 

The Jordanian contact underlines the international 
nature of the specialist advanced glazing market, with 
Wrightstyle able to supply for the full range of indoor 
and external applications, including doors, screens and 
curtain walling.   www.wrightstyle.co.uk

WRIGHTSTyLe COMPLeTeS JORdAN PROJeCT
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SAy GOOdBye TO LeAKy WASTeS  WITH THe 
ePSON BASIN MATe!

Epson, who are part 
of TYDE, are proud to 
announce the launch of 
their all-new Leak-Free 
basin waste seal kit called 
the Basin Mate. Installing 
basin wastes has never 
been so easy! 

All of Epson’s basin 
wastes now come 
complete with the LEAK-
FREE basin mate seal 
kit. The Basin Mate Seal 
Kit is manufactured from 
high quality materials 
and includes a sealing 
ring, washer and seating – everything you need for a quick and easy 
installation. 

The Basin Mate is also 
available on its own as 
a perfect solution for 
a leaking waste that is 
already in place. With 
the Epson Basin Mate 
there is no need for 
paint, putty or mastic! 
Epson have been 
manufacturing high 
quality sanitaryware 
spares since 1961 
and are committed 
to supplying market 
leading products to 
the plumbing industry.

As a UK manufacturer they have complete control from design 
through to production and are always focused on offering the best 
customer service to their customers. The Epson range of wastes is 
comprehensive and offers the best choice when it comes to quality and 
style. 

Paul Weddle the Business Unit Director for TYDE says “The Basin Mate 
is a perfect solution to avoiding leaking wastes! During our product 
development process, we thought about ways in which we can make 
plumbing easier for our customers. Being easy and quick to fit, and 
supplied with everything you will need to make your wastes leak free, 
The Basin Mate meets that requirement.” EPSON is part of TYDE. A 
Thomas Dudley Business. www.thomasdudley.co.uk/tyde

The practical and logistical benefits, as well as 
the price competitiveness offered by Circoflo’s 
range of underfloor heating solutions, have 
led to its ClipRail system being employed for 
a development of nine stylish dwellings in a 
beautiful rural location in West Yorkshire. 

O’Neil Construction is leading the build, while 
locally based R. J. Jones is the installer of the 
plumbing and heating services throughout 
the new houses.   In the first five houses 
completed, R. J. Jones’ engineers have clipped 
the 12mm pipe runs down across Jablite 
insulation ready for the flooring contractor to 
lay a conventional wet screed, and connecting 
each circuit back to the plot specific manifolds 
provided as part of the Circoflo package.

ClipRail is one of half a dozen UFH solutions 
offered by Circoflo to facilitate the installation 
of high performance and affordable heating 
within all types of project from extensions 
and refurbishments to apartment and other 
commercial developments.  
www.circoflopro.co.uk 

CIRCOFLO UFH SySTeM SeLeCTed FOR 
STyLISH yORKSHIRe ReSIdeNTIAL SCHeMe

Forth Valley College is one of Scotland’s 
leading providers of education and training 
delivering more than 750 courses from its 
main campuses in Alloa, Falkirk and Stirling.

The Falkirk Campus opened in 2020 and 
comprises an impressive modern building 
offering an excellent environment for learning. 
Included in this new campus was a well-
designed heating system to ensure students 
and staff were comfortable at all times of the 
year. 

Key to the heating system was the use of 
Stelrad radiators throughout the campus – a 
mix of more than 300 Stelrad Planar radiators 
–– both horizontal and vertical models – 
alongside 40 Concord Lo-Line floor mounted 
radiators and several of Stelrad’s best-selling 
range of low surface temperature radiators. 
www.stelrad.com

STeLRAd RAdIATORS TURN UP THe 
HeAT AT FORTH VALLey COLLeGe

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL  ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
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Future Homes Sustainable Cities
Around a third of all our energy use in the UK is used in our homes. With the 
majority of this energy used in heating, this equates to about forty MTOE (million 
tonnes of oil equivalent) used every year. The UK Government have some ambitious 
plans to cut energy usage by 2050 in many sectors. Glasgow will be hosting the 
26th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26), from 31 October to 
12 November 2021 and the UK is striving to take a global lead to drastically cut 
carbon emissions. 

The last change to our legislative window U-values for new homes was implemented 
in Approved Document, Part L in 2013. Little has changed since then, but, that 
is all set to change following the Government’s recent Future Homes Standard 
Consultation. The updated Part L will likely be finalised and released at the end 
of 2021 to be introduced into legislation early in 2022. This will likely mean the 
introduction of window systems having to meet a lower U-value of 1.2 W/m2K 
(in England) for the ‘notional’ building and the possible introduction of triple 
glazing. Following this change, it is likely that Part L will be further revised in 2025, 
possibly taking window U-values down to 0.8 W/m2K. The changes are the result 
of the Government mission to achieving net-zero carbon by 2050 and ensuring 
that new homes are built to be “zero-carbon ready” as the National Electricity Grid 
decarbonises. 

With the introduction of revised air tightness requirement, down from the limiting 
value of 10 m³/h.m³ at 50Pa to 8 m³/h.m³ at 50Pa (with 5.0 m3/h.m2 at 50Pa for 
the notional building) using the ‘blower door’ test method or a new ‘Pulse’ test 
method, our building structures are likely to become even more airtight. It is 
suggested that a house achieving an airtightness of 5 m³/h.m³ will use 40% less 
energy on space heating than a house built to 2013 standards of 10 m³/h.m³. 
With stricter airtightness, this calls into question how we can retain heat in our 
buildings in winter whilst maintaining healthy indoor air quality for well-being with 
controllable natural ventilation. 

Will the change in thermal requirements in Part L and the revised guidance in 
Approved Document L Volume 1 change the material of choice for specifiers? 
Probably not, as both of the predominant materials chosen for new construction, 
aluminium and PVC, can achieve the U-values required, albeit they will be thicker, 
more thermally efficient and may carry triple or quadruple glazing, consequently 
products will become more expensive. Balancing this increased cost will be increased 
product quality which is likely to offer products an increased in-use life, possibly up 
to twice the current life expectancy. 

There are three areas of carbon 
emissions we have to remember; 
the production and installation of a 
product, what the product can save 
(or use) during its useful life and 
what value it has at its end of life, 
or how it can be reused or recycled. 
Reducing the rate of replacement 
will significantly reduce carbon. In 
the future, we may be required to 
prove a carbon payback if a lesser 
performing product is to be replaced 
with a newer carbon saving product. 

Aluminium has proven its almost 
100% recycling ability with no loss 
of structural strength, however, with 
long life comes the shortage of end 
of life recycling and currently, we 
can only supply up to 50% of the 
global demand for the material. 
Product recycling and sustainability 
are crucial if we are to ensure cyclical 
‘cradle to cradle’ material resources 
in the future. Specifying aluminium 
will ensure its continued use for 
generations to come. 75% of all 
aluminium ever produced since 1880, 
when it became commercially viable, 
is still in use today. 

There will likely be a move to adopting 
differing designs of windows and 
doors in the future to make the most 
of high insulation glazing, such as 
reducing sightlines to a minimum. 
This may mean a move to sliding 
systems for large glazed opening 
doors and the adoption of tilt turn 
window systems. 

Will this herald a move away from 
the UK’s love of the outward opening 

‘casement’ window? What does seem to be missing in this rapid move towards 
increasing thermal efficiency and airtightness in our future builds is the need for 
air ventilation, particularly in our homes. This is crucial for our well-being and 
continued health. We know that sealing up a small dwelling will eventually lead to 
condensation appearing on the coolest elements in the room, sometimes a wall 
or an abutment with a ceiling, where dampness can turn quickly into unhealthy 
mould growth. This is particularly relevant in social housing where occupants may 
be reluctant to ventilate due to the cost incurred in reheating. It, therefore, seems 
logical for future legislation to include mechanical ventilation with efficient heat 
recovery, or indeed cooling of incoming fresh air depending on the time of year. 

Another issue that we do need to attend to as an industry is the robust detailing 
of interfaces between windows and doors and the building structure. Cold bridges 
often decrease the claimed efficiencies within a building construction that can 
reduce the effectiveness in use of a designed build by up to 50% of its claimed 
thermal efficiency.  As an industry, should we be doing more to incorporate or 
encourage the specification of interface designs that reduce cold bridging to an 
absolute minimum? 

Here at Aluprof we already have an approved range of high-efficiency windows, 
doors and curtain walls which all meet Passivhaus accreditation. As a member of 
the Passivhaus Trust in the UK we are supplying systems for new and refurbishment 
properties whilst working closely with the trust regarding installation. In each of 
our technical manuals, we show how our products can be installed to ensure the 
minimum of cold bridging. Our team of engineers are also on hand to work with 
architects and designers to help detail thermally efficient interfaces for Aluprof 
windows and doors into any structure. www.aluprof.co.uk
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Three Things To Consider When 
Specifying Roof Access Hatches

Increased access opening sizes or 
double leaf configurations should also 
be explored where access is required 
for larger items of equipment or tools. 
Motorised options also allow the 
individual to safely maintain contact 
with the ladder when entering or 
exiting the hatch. All installations 
should be subject to individual Risk 
Assessments. 

Comprehensive training should also 
be provided for all professionals, 
supported by Method Statements 
regarding safe and correct use of the 
access solutions installed. For further 
information on Bilco UK’s  roof access 
solutions, visit www.bilcouk.co.uk or 
call 01284 701696.

For advice on how to specify the 
correct ladder, visit: https://www.
bilcouk.co.uk/news/specifying-ladders
For further information on specifying 
the right roof access hatch for your 
upcoming project, download Bilco UK’s 
free guide: https://www.bilcouk.co.uk/
files/downloads/choosing-the-right-
access-hatch-bilco.pdf

When choosing roof access hatches 
for commercial or residential projects, 
there are a number of factors that 
must be addressed at the initial design 
stages in order to not only achieve 
a successful specification, but also 
deliver safe and sufficient access for 
the entire lifecycle of the building. 
Here Tony Stevens, Technical Estimator 
at Bilco UK, discusses which factors 
should be taken into consideration 
when selecting Roof Access Hatches:

1) Purpose for access - Whether for 
the education, healthcare, leisure 
or commercial sectors, roof access 
hatches are required to provide 
permanent and secure access to the 
roof area. In order to make sure you’re 
choosing the correct system to meet 
your project’s unique requirements, you 
must first identify the main reason for 
requiring access to the roof. 

Is it purely for maintenance reasons? 
Or will a safe means of access also be 
required for the regular installation or 
removal of equipment from the roof? 
Here you should also identify what 
tools and equipment will need to be 
transferred through the access hatch, 
or whether it will just be the individual 
themselves that is conducting the 
necessary work.

2) Frequency and product specification 
- Once you have established your 
reason for requiring safe access to the 
roof, you will then be able to make an 
informed choice regarding which roof 
access hatch and corresponding ladder 
system is best suited to meet the 
needs of your project.

It is important to specify the correct 
Roof Access Hatch and Ladder 
combination to ensure that access 
from the ladder, through the roof 
access hatch, is as safe as possible. 
For example, a small roof access hatch 
should be accessed via a fixed vertical 
ladder, which is also the most suitable 
option for projects where space is 
limited. 

Alternatively, if you use a 
companionway ladder or a retractable 
ladder, the roof access hatch length 
must be extended to around 1500 mm 
to provide for easy and safe access. 

However, here it should be noted 
that a minimum head clearance of 
120mm is required and that the 
maximum single climb is no more 
than three metres, in accordance with 
BS4211- 7.2. Regardless of the size 
of the roof access hatch, the system 
should be operated easily and safely 
with one hand, in accordance with 
the requirements outlined within the 
Manual Handling Regulations, enabling 
the individual to maintain three points 
of contact with the fixed ladder. 

During the installation process, the 
ladder must be positioned opposite 
the hinge to ensure safe and 
unobstructed access. If access to the 
roof is required on a regular basis for 
professionals that will have to transfer 
tools and equipment through the 
hatch, a Fixed Staircase Roof Access 
Hatch, also known as a Service Stair 
Roof Access Hatch, should be specified 
with a Companionway Ladder or a 
Fixed Staircase. 

It should here be noted that the roof 
hatch must be sufficient to maintain a 
head clearance of 2000mm, as detailed 
in Building Regulations Part K.

3) Bespoke requirements - To ensure 
all the criteria are successfully met, you 
should also consider whether a custom 
made roof access hatch should be 
chosen to ensure each of these areas 
is adequately fulfilled.

This includes options such as Bilco 
UK’s SKY Flatglass, which functions 
as both a Roof Access Hatch or a 
Smoke Ventilator, and is supplied 
with a clear, translucent lid to enable 
natural daylight into specific areas of 
the building, without impeding the 
functionality and accessibility of the 
hatch. 
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Roofs With A View: Cupa 
Pizarras’ Slate Used On The 
View development As well as offering quality slate solutions, the CUPA PIZARRAS 

specialists were also on hand to assist the installation team at Church 
Gate Homes with specific advice on how to fit the slates in line with 
all relevant standards and requirements. Similarly, the installation 
team benefitted from the onsite support of leading roofing merchant, 
Burton Roofing Merchants Ltd. Burton Roofing’s team helped to ensure 
products were safely delivered to site when required and provided 
further technical assistance where necessary. 

Natural slate solutions also have the added benefit of requiring no 
chemical or heat treatments that need gas during their production. To 
ensure even greater environmental performance, CUPA PIZARRAS also 
endeavours to recycle all of its processing water via a closed circuit, 
and works to restore exhausted quarries by hydroseeding native plants 
and ensuring the natural recovery of the local flora and fauna.

CUPA PIZARRAS has also been recognised and certified by the Carbon 
Trust as a carbon neutral company. This recognition highlights the 
company’s comprehensive effort in sustainability and makes it the 
first slate production company to achieve carbon neutrality within its 
operations.   www.cupapizarras.com/uk/ 

CUPA PIZARRAS’ H9 slates have been specified as part of a modern 
luxury housing development in Yorkshire. The company’s natural 
Spanish slates were chosen on account of their aesthetic value, long-
term durability and competitive pricing.  Set amongst the foothills of 
the Yorkshire Wolds and with panoramic views of the Humber Estuary, 
‘The View’ in Swanland is a luxury 14 house development. 

The high-end collection of properties has been delivered using 
premium building solutions, including CUPA PIZARRAS H9, with each 
property featuring around 10,000 individual slates. Excelling in terms of 
aesthetics and long-lasting performance, natural slates are capable of 
enduring extreme temperatures, are fire-resistant and unaffected by UV 
light. Incredibly durable, solutions manufactured from slate can offer a 
lifecycle of over 100 years. The natural make up of the material ensures 
that it is also the most sustainable roofing option on the market.

Specifically, CUPA H9 is a grey slate with a very smooth surface and 
is taken from one of CUPA PIZARRAS’ own quarries in Riofrío de Aliste 
in Northern Spain. With its traditional beauty, the natural slate is ideal 
for use across heritage projects. However, the stylish aesthetic of the 
material also lends itself equally well to modern developments, such as 
‘The View’ where it can be used to create sleek roof designs.
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yeoman Shield 
Protects With 
Style At New 
dental Facility

When Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust 
approved capital funding to convert a disused 
area of Chapel Allerton Hospital into a new 
dental facility, they engaged with Yeoman Shield 
wall & door protection specialists to provide 
durable yet attractive wall protection that would 
achieve the interior fit-out brief. 

The project was managed by The Leeds Teaching 
Hospitals NHS Trust, Bridger Carr Architects and 
main contractor Bermar Building Co. Ltd., with 
Yeoman Shield supplying and installing the 
wall protection elements.  The unit will have 
amenities to accommodate a 13 - chair dental 
facility for the provision of dental treatment for 
adults and children with the flexibility to be 
used for student training as part of the link with 
Leeds University School of Dentistry.

Due to the mixed use of the new unit the project 
team were keen to provide an environment 
that would be suitable for all users and uses. 
The project required an attractive yet durable 
interior design that contributed to the wellbeing 
of both service users and staff members alike. 

In the waiting and corridor areas, which would 
experience heavy footfall and require wall 
protection, it was important to create a décor 
that was not sterile and cold but one that would 
create a calm soothing environment for clients 
who may become nervous before their dental 
treatment. Yeoman Shield, along with providing 
standard FalmouthEx wall protection panels in 
mid- grey and contrasting Guardian Handrails, 
supplied and installed Imagery panels that had 
specifically chosen designs reverse printed on 
to clear protection panels. 

The artwork was chosen with both adults and 
children in mind and, with collaboration between 
all involved, Yeoman Shield were able to deliver 
a finished product that showed the artwork in 
perfect colours, definition and quality. Designs 
included playful birds, cheerful flora and fauna 
along with calming green hues of forestry 
and foliage. The reverse method of printing 
for the protection panels served to shield the 
decorative design from any impact damage with 
the smooth surface being conducive to thorough 
cleaning, maintaining high hygiene standards 
without detriment to the colourful images. 

The overall effect of the décor was welcoming, 
fresh and bright offering break out areas that 
were inviting for colleagues of the dental unit 
and other hospital departments to use for 
meetings, breaks and study time. For more 
information on Yeoman Shield Imagery panels or 
any other of the wall & door protection products 
available go to www.yeomanshield.com or call 
0113 279 5854.

PROJECT INSIGHT  PROJECT INSIGHT
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Schöck And CHC 
Collaborate On 
environmentally 
Improved debris 
Screens

An innovative Bury based civil engineering and building 
contracting firm, Cheetham Hill Construction (CHC), are 
collaborating with Schöck to improve the environmental 
performance of culvert debris screens. Traditionally these would 
be steel reinforced constructions, but the versatile Combar 
glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) product from Schöck is 
a welcome alternative. This is a ribbed reinforcing bar made of 
corrosion resistant glass fibres, bound by a vinyl ester resin. 

The high quality components 
and the unique manufacturing 
process result in an 
outstanding material which 
is highly durable, corrosion 
resistant and much stronger 
than steel, but significantly 
lighter. Combar has been 
used for the first time in the 

construction of the debris screen structure at Torkington Park, 
in Hazel Grove, a suburb of Stockport. The brook that flows 
through the park is culverted under a road from the downstream 
end. 

Heavy rain in the past had caused the debris screen located at 
the culvert inlet to became blocked, causing a local flood event. 
As a result the Environment Agency (EA) took the decision to 
rebuild and upgrade the downstream debris screen to reduce 

the risk of future flooding. CHC hold a place on the Environment 
Agency’s Flood and Coastal Risk Management Operational 
Framework (FCRM), created to deliver design, civil engineering, 
culvert clearance and maintenance works in the river, coastal 
and estuary environments. 

The company was also successful in its application for funding 
from the Environment Agency Net Zero Carbon Innovation 
Pathway Fund (2021/22) – and it is this that led to the 
collaboration with Schöck. 

CHC Site Manager, Lee Farrar takes up the story: “Using the 
Schöck Combar product ticked quite a few boxes. Being a GFRP 
reinforcement, it offers a reduction of up to 80% of embodied 
carbon when compared to traditional steel reinforcement. 
Other benefits are that it is significantly lighter than steel, 
so the health and safety benefits involving manual handling 
are significant. The GFRP reinforcement doesn’t rust either. 
So the finished structures are more durable and require less 
maintenance, while still achieving an expected design life of 100 
years”.  www.schoeck.com

OLd FORd CAR SITe CONVeRTed INTO
eNeRGy eFFICIeNT AFFORdABLe HOMeS
A four-acre site, originally part of the Ford Dagenham car plant, will provide a new 
home for 325 residential units in a series of five to ten storey apartment buildings. 
The Merrielands Crescent project is part of the London Riverside Opportunity Area.  
15,000m2 of the Wraptite® airtightness membrane from the A. Proctor Group features 
in the design. 

Wraptite is the only self-adhering vapour permeable air barrier certified by the BBA 
and combines the critical properties of vapour permeability and airtightness in one 
self-adhering membrane. Unmanaged or uncontrolled airflow can act as a carrier for 
moist air, drawing it from outside or pulling it from inside into walls, ceilings and roofs. 
As a result, unmanaged airflow will almost certainly influence the energy efficiency of 
the building, and uncontrolled moist air movement will have a long term detrimental 
effect on the durability and life of the building. 

Including the Wraptite System within the facade design helps ensure “as-designed” performance, narrowing 
the gap between as-designed and actual energy performance and reducing the likelihood of potential failures 
to meet required airtightness levels. The Wraptite membrane provides an effective alternative to using a 
traditional internal air barrier. Wraptite is a self-adhesive breather membrane applied externally, quickly and 
efficiently as part of the rainscreen system. www.proctorgroup.com

MARMOX MULTIBOARdS CARRy 
MARBLe-MOSAICS ACROSS 
CINqUe PORT SeLF-BUILd

A strikingly modern residential property in one 
of Kent’s most famous coastal towns is making 
articulate use of Marmox Multiboards as part of 
its cladding solution, around both the inside of an 
elevated balcony terrace, as well as across the main 
entrance elevation. The 3600 sq. ft. four-bedroom 
self-build on Cliff Road in Hythe – one of the country’s 
historic Cinque Ports – has been constructed using 
a high performance SIP system to create a series 
of rectangular elements, stepping down the steeply 
sloping site; with natural, Multicolour Slate Split Face 
slips, other cladding materials surrounding the runs 
of triple glazing. 

Externally the Multiboards are being fixed over a 
breathable membrane and timber battens at 300 
mm centres with the use of the special Marmox 
sealant, jointing tape and washers ensuring the 
creation of a watertight surface. Marmox Multiboards 
are manufactured from extruded polystyrene or XPS 
encapsulated in reinforced polymer concrete, in a 
range of thicknesses up to 60mm and offer a variety 
of positive physical characteristics in addition to 
being fully waterproof.  www.marmox.co.uk
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Flip-Lid Units Help Power 
World-Class Matchday Hospitality 
At Newly Redeveloped Lord’s
Pop Up Power Supplies® has provided 
in-ground, flip lid power units as 
part of the £52m redevelopment of 
Lord’s Cricket Ground. This extensive 
development scheme has involved the 
construction of the Compton and Edrich 
stands at the Nursery end to increase 
the ground’s capacity by 2,600 up to 
31,600. 

With matchday hospitality of significant 
importance to the visitor experience, 
the scheme’s designers have ensured 
that outdoor areas are used to their full 
potential. This has been facilitated by 
five PUPS02-6060 in-ground power units 
which have been installed in the food 
village and Nursery Ground areas. 

They are a key part of the infrastructure 
that enables high quality food and 
drink to be served to large matchday 
crowds in outdoor spaces – made all 
the more important as a result of the 
Covid pandemic which has increased 
the public appetite to stay outdoors 

as much as possible. These flip-lid 
units are submerged in the ground 
to provide food stall operators and 
caterers with access to power sockets 
on-demand, minimising trip hazards as 
only short cables protrude and enable 
a continuous power supply to be 
delivered as the lid can be locked down 
for maximum safety. 

A mix of 16, 32 and 63 amp 
configurations were specified for the 
in-ground units installed at Lord’s to 
accommodate the specific requirements 
of the spaces. The units’ flip lids are 
designed to match the surrounding 
surface to minimise their visual impact 
and mean they go virtually unnoticed 
when not in use.  
www.popuppower.co.uk

The development of a 140 bed Hampton by 
Hilton Hotel in Ashford, Kent, features Magply A1 
Euroclass non-combustible boards for sheathing 
vertical and horizontal sections around the 
six-storey modular volumetric structure, offering 
excellent strength and durability as well as Class 
O fire resistance and good acoustic properties. 
The design made use of in-situ reinforced 
concrete elements as well as steel and timber 
framing for the parapet wall at roof level, both 
of which have been sheathed using Magply 
boards. 

Magply MgO boards present a fire-safe and 
environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood or OSB 
products.  The unique production process minimises chloride content, 
enhancing both stability and long-term durability.  The different 
thicknesses of panel are also widely used as a substrate board for the 
direct application of proprietary render systems, as well as for flooring 
and flat or pitched roof build-ups.  www.magply.co.uk 

MAGPLy A1 BOARdS SHeATH 
HyBRId eLeMeNTS TO MOdULAR 
HOTeL BUILd IN KeNT

‘The Tilebacker’ board manufactured by Marmox Limited, 
has been chosen by a specialist sub-contractor working 
on a very large residential property in Maidstone, to help 
create a total of five bathrooms and en-suite shower rooms.  
With some 130m2 of wall area to address and 22mm thick 
structural ply already fixed in place as the substrate, it 
made practical and economic sense to switch to the new 
value-for-money alternative.  

The lightweight boards are manufactured using an extruded 
polystyrene base, topped with a double layer of fibreglass 
mesh, embedded into a polymer cement surface. The 
boards are easy to cut and install on a full bed of adhesive 
for floors and walls,  while plugs, screws and washers 
can be used for securing them over existing wooden or 
concrete substrates. In areas at risk from damp, Marmox 
Waterproof Tape can be employed to seal joints, while 
Marmox’s Reinforcing Tape will provide additional strength 
where The Tilebacker is being used in flooring build-ups. 
The low thermal transmittance of 0.034 W/mK will help 
reduce heat loss and control condensation.  
www.marmox.co.uk

MARMOX TILeBACKeR BOARd USed FOR FIVe 
BATHROOM FIT-OUT IN KeNT PROPeRTy
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AFFORdABLe HOUSING GIVeN 
SUPeRIOR VAPOUR BARRIeR ANd 
AIRTIGHTNeSS SOLUTION

A series of 10 newly built affordable Council houses 
in Montrose, Scotland has been fitted with a high-
performing variable-permeability vapour control 
layer from the A. Proctor Group. Procheck® Adapt 
is designed to protect the building fabric from 
the potential risks of condensation and act as an 
effective airtight barrier.

Contractor, Andrew Shepherd Construction, 
proposed the use of the Procheck Adapt available 
from the A. Proctor Group. Thanks to its unique 
design, the Procheck Adapt membrane offers 
variable permeability which adapts to changes in 
humidity levels and allows the structure to dry out 
in the summer and in sunny days during spring 
and autumn while protecting it from moisture 
overload in the winter. This is possible because 
the membrane adapts its vapour resistance to the 
environment i.e., vapour tight in the winter and 
more vapour open in the summer. 

This ensures that the building fabric is protected 
from damaging moisture levels during cold, wet 
winter months, and allows the fabric to dry out 
effectively in warmer, drier months. Procheck 
Adapt has a translucent structure which eases 
fixing to structural frames and in combination 
with its integral tape allows for a fast installation 
time. Procheck Adapt is suitable for a variety 
of commercial and residential applications and 
provides airtightness to the structure as well as 
vapour control.   www.proctorgroup.com

The new Sugar House Island Primary School 
in Stratford, East London, is making full use 
of the strength and stability to Magply MgO 
boards which carry a full set of internationally 
recognised accreditations, including BDA 
certification and which are widely specified for 
their excellent fire performance.  Magply offers a 
fire-safe and environmentally friendly alternative 
to conventional plywood or OSB products.  

Additionally, the unique production process 
keeps the chloride content to just 0.01%, 
enhancing both stability and long-term durability.  
The different thickness of panels is also widely 
used as a substrate board for the direct 
application of proprietary render systems, as well 
as for flooring and flat or pitched roof build-ups.  
www.magply.co.uk      

MAGPLy BOARdS SHeATH 
STRUCTURe TO STRATFORd’S SUGAR 
HOUSe ISLANd SCHOOL

The developer building a private property in 
the beautiful Kent town of Westerham, near 
Sevenoaks,  has made full use of the flexible 
version from  the Marmox Multiboard range in 
creating a two storey, drum-shaped elevation 
that is being finished using a proprietary render 
system. 

While standard Marmox Multiboards are formed 
from rigid sheets of extruded polystyrene (XPS) 
faced on both sides with a layer of polymer 
modified concrete encapsulating glass fibre 
reinforcement, the Curved version features 2mm 
wide slices through 75% of their depth, at 20 
mm intervals.  

This enables the 1250 x 600mm boards to be 
bent down to radii as tight as 200mm if fixed 

so that the slices close together.   Even tighter 
radii can be achieved by folding the boards so 
that the ‘teeth’ open up. 

They can either be fixed against a blockwork of 
other solid surface using a continuous coating 
of tile cement or secured to timber battens at 
300mm centres using screws and the special 
Marmox washers.  This flexibility makes Curved 
Multiboards ideal for creating archways, curving 
partitions and cubicles or even moulded tiled 
seats.  www.marmox.co.uk 

CURVed MARMOX MULTIBOARdS 
FACILITATe CyLINdRICAL FAÇAde 
FOR KeNT PROPeRTy

The acoustic performance of a major London landmark building was 
upgraded using the StoSilent Distance acoustic system. Hayward 
Gallery at London’s Southbank Centre underwent a complete 
refurbishment, and the StoSilent Distance system helped create a 
new and dramatically improved acoustic environment for this world-
renowned art gallery.  

The 66 pyramid-shaped skylights which originally featured on the 
building had become damaged over time, while internally, a series 
of impractical sound-absorbing baffles and a translucent suspended 
ceiling had been used below them. The aim was to remove the 
suspended ceiling, reclaim the original height of the gallery spaces, 
and allow more natural light to enter. The pyramid roof lights were 
reconstructed using modern materials, and this meant that reliable 
acoustic treatment needed to be fitted into the coffer spaces below 
them in order to create the required acoustic environment. 

Unlike conventional acoustic treatments which use exposed grid 
and tile systems and offer limited design possibilities, the StoSilent 
Distance solution allows the creation of modern, clean, monolithic and 
seamless solutions, and can accommodate unusual design features 
such as the gallery ceiling and its pyramid-shaped skylights. StoSilent 
Distance was installed in the deep acoustic coffers which sit below 
each of the pyramid skylights.   www.sto.co.uk

STO ACOUSTIC SySTeM HeLPS ReSTORe
HISTORIC LONdON ART GALLeRy
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Cupa Pizarras’ Slate Chosen For 
Luxury Coastal Properties

CUPA PIZARRAS’ CUPA 18 natural slate 
has been used to achieve a high-quality 
finish on three luxury, modern, new build 
properties in one of the most desirable 
areas of Whitstable in Kent. 

The new properties, built by local property 
designer and developer specialist Kapra 
Developments, are located in Island Wall, 
Whitstable, close to both the town centre 
and the scenic Kent coastline. The three 
storey, five bedroom luxury properties are 

each in excess of 360 square metres and benefit from views 
over the nearby golf course.  

The unique design of the houses features extensive use of dark 
grey aluminium glazing systems including rooftop lanterns and 
large sloping roof windows. 

The placement of the 
expansive glazing as 
well as the layout 
and orientation of the 
buildings was devised to 
maximize the natural light 
and make the most of the 
surrounding landscape. 
In addition to the CUPA 
18 natural slate, the design also includes high quality 
natural timber cladding, sedum green roofing and 
natural stone blockwork .

Kim Brown, Director at Kapra Developments explained: 
“For the properties on Island Wall, the quality of the 
materials was very important and the coastal location 
meant that a durable product was essential. We had 
used CUPA PIZARRAS’ products on previous projects 
and so we were confident that the CUPA 18 slate would 
provide the look, quality and longevity we wanted.” 

CUPA 18 is a lighter grey slate with a smooth matt 
surface and has a superior, homogenous finish with 
only minor variations allowed in the thickness and 
flatness of the slate. The slate roofs were installed by 
Bates (Kent), a family owned contractor based near 
Canterbury, who has worked with Kapra Developments 
on a number of previous projects. 

David Clarke, Company Secretary at Bates said: “The 
Island Wall properties presented a few complexities 
and challenges due to the steep pitch of the roof and 
the need to integrate the slate with the other elements 
such as the large format glazing."

“We’ve used CUPA products on a number of contracts 
and found the slates very easy to work with. The 
strength and quality of the slates means that we are 
able to reduce the amount of wastage compared with 
other products.”

Kim Brown concluded: “To achieve the intended result 
for these properties has required hard work from 
everyone involved. We are once again delighted with 
CUPA PIZARRAS’ products and are pleased with how 
that element of the build has progressed.” 

CUPA PIZARRAS’ natural slate is sustainably 
extracted from quarries in northern Spain. It 
has an exceptional life span of 100 years and 
requires minimal maintenance throughout 
its lifetime.  www.cupapizarras.com/uk
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A Nordic 
Royal Forest

An intriguing forest of vertical fins, formed 
from Nordic Royal copper alloy with bespoke 
triangular perforations, defines this major 
university building in Estonia. The new Delta 
Centre, designed by Tallinn based Arhitekt11, is 
a key building for Tartu University, combining 
three big faculties – information technology, 
economics and mathematics – as well as other 
departments. But its location close to the city 
centre, right next to a river and large parkland, 
makes it pivotal for the city as well, calling for 
a prominent but not overbearing presence in 
the urban context.

Delicate Nordic Royal Tracery - The ground 
floor of this four-storey building is very open 
with exposed structural columns and extensive 
glazing to a cafeteria, library, auditoriums and 
other public spaces. Terraces extend out as 
steps towards the river. In contrast, the upper 
three levels, accommodating classrooms, 
laboratories, offices and work areas, jetty 
out over the base and are enwrapped with a 
delicate tracery of vertical Nordic Royal copper 
alloy fins. 

These upper facades were conceived as a reflection and extension of the narrow, tree-lined parkland 
along the river. They add an informal, abstract verticality, set forward of the darker, contrasting 
background elevations and partly concealing the glazing. There is a playfulness in the apparently 
random spacing of the fins and moving around the building reveals fresh perspectives and variations in 
transparency, with the fins’ depth creating an almost solid surface when viewed obliquely. The façade 
system was realised by specialist fabricator and installer Parmet. (cont...)
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The extensive Nordic Blue, Nordic Green and 
Nordic Turquoise ranges have been developed 
with properties and colours based on the same 
brochantite mineralogy found in natural patinas 
all over the world. 

As well as the solid patina colours, ‘Living’ 
surfaces are available for each with other 
intensities of patina flecks revealing some of 
the dark oxidised background material. A wide 
choice of Nordic Decor mechanically applied 
surface treatments is also available.

Safe and Sustainable - Copper and its alloys 
enjoy unique characteristics particularly in 
terms of safety, sustainability and long-term 
performance. With an ‘A1 (non-combustible 
material)’ fire classification to EN 13501-1, 
copper is inherently fire-safe and suitable 
for cladding tall buildings, using appropriate 
constructions. 

It is also, therefore, rated ‘Class 0’ surface 
spread of flame, making it suitable for wall 
and ceiling surfaces. Particularly important 
today, copper is non-toxic and its inherent 
antimicrobial qualities make it ideal for touch 
surfaces.  www.nordiccopper.com or 
email: g.bell@aurubis.com

 

(cont...)  Nordic Royal sheets were perforated 
with a bespoke tool to create a pattern of 
right-angled triangles of various sizes. The 
material was then profiled to create the unique 
fin shape and the fins fitted to a complete, 
metal structural system.  

Rich Natural Golden Colour - Arhitekt11 project 
architect Sander Aas commented: ‘We wanted 
a material that would be natural, dignified and 
durable, so that the facade will age well but 
not change too much over the years. 

Nordic Royal copper alloy was the clear choice 
and we are very happy with the end result. The 
rich, natural golden colour makes the building 
eye-catching but dignified –improving over the 
coming years’. 

Nordic Royal is a golden alloy of copper with 
aluminium and zinc, giving a rich golden 
through-colour that is very stable. It retains 
its golden colour and gradually loses some 
of its sheen as the oxide layer thickens with 
exposure to the atmosphere, resulting in a 
protective matt finish. It behaves differently to 
other copper products over time and does not 
develop a blue or green patina.

Largest Copper Recycler - The Nordic Copper 
range of architectural copper products is 
available from Aurubis, part of the world’s 
leading integrated copper group and largest 
copper recycler. It includes Nordic Standard 
‘mill finish’ and Nordic Brown pre-oxidised 
copper offering lighter (Nordic Brown Light) 
or darker shades of brown determined by the 
thickness of the oxide layer. 

Other copper alloys include Nordic Bronze and 
Nordic Brass, which can also be supplied pre-
weathered. 

Photos:  Maris Tomba
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Thirty years after Eurobrick first supplied 
McDonald’s Restaurants and its contractors 
with the market leading X-Clad system 
and more than 900 stores later, Eurobrick 
continues to provide its brick slip systems for 
the latest rollout of new restaurant designs 
across the UK. 

The new store designs are for both single and 
two-storey factory built modular buildings 
with a contemporary palette of mixed 
finishes. Eurobrick’s brick slip system is 
usually installed off-site before the modules 
are then transported to site and craned into 
position. X-Clad has a long track record, 
having been installed on modular buildings 
since it was first introduced to the UK by 
Eurobrick over thirty years ago. 

Quick and easy to install, lightweight, robust 
and maintenance free, it is proven as a 
reliable and trusted product. Stores recently 
completed by DSM Roofing, include examples 
of the new single and two storey designs at 
Falkirk and Welshpool respectively. 

In these instances, Eurobrick supplied 50mm 
thick X- Clad and Smooth Anthracite slips 
and corners from its Britannia range creating 
a striking contrast with the timber cladding. 
DSM Roofing has completed over thirty new 
restaurants in the past 18 months, including 

the one at Oakham in Rutland, which made 
the news as being the last county in the UK 
to open a McDonald’s.

Eurobrick supplied Bradstone Rough Dressed 
Cotswold stone slips and corners in mixed 
sizes and 17mm thick X-Clad system, along 
with whole Rough Dressed Cotswold blocks 
for the boundary wall. 

Dean Foulkes, director of DSM Roofing said 
“We have worked with Eurobrick for over 
10 years and in that time have completed a 
great number of projects including several 
key McDonald’s stores which required 
unusual materials, such as natural stone and 
bespoke brick slips. The programme to rollout 
new McDonald’s stores all over the UK has 
progressed well and Eurobrick have helped 
achieve this with excellent service and always 
doing everything possible to keep projects on 
track.”  www.eurobrick.co.uk

eurobrick Continue 
Serving Mcdonald’s
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Sto Insulated 
Brick Slip 
Façade System 
Chosen For 
Another Major 
Birmingham 
Project

The fixings also allow the creation of a cavity 
to satisfy NHBC requirements. The BBA-certified 
Sto resin brick slips used on this project are 
manufactured from synthetic acrylic render 
and are fully compatible with all Sto façade 
systems. 

They provide an accurate simulated brick 
appearance, plus excellent resistance to the 
effects of impact damage, weathering and 
mechanical stress. StoRend Fibre-Plus was 
also used on other parts of the development. 
This render system features a fibre-reinforced 
levelling coat which is combined with a tough, 
flexible reinforcing mesh to deliver exceptional 
levels of crack-resistance. www.sto.co.uk

A large new residential project has been 
completed with the use of a Sto external wall 
insulation system and Sto brick slip finish, to 
create a visually striking new development 
in the heart of the UK’s second largest city. 
The 225-apartment Arden Gate development, 
from Birmingham’s specialist residential 
developer Court Collaboration, provides an 
excellent example of Sto’s ability to deliver 
full integrated façade solutions for high-profile 
developments of this type. 

“This was intended as a high-level project 
which combined excellent design with high-
quality materials,” explains Sto Project 
Manager Jeremy Ash. “The use of our StoTherm 
Mineral M external wall insulation ensured that 
the building would perform well from a thermal 
insulation point of view. Beyond that, the 
decision to use our Sto Resin Brick Slips as the 
external façade finish allowed the architects to 
combine both modern and traditional elements 
and achieve the appearance they required.”

“We had recently specified the StoTherm 
Mineral system and Sto’s Resin Brick Slips 
for an adjacent building and been extremely 
pleased with the result,” explains Doug Brown 
of project architects Corstorphine + Wright. 

“They had allowed us to create a very 
attractive finish for the building’s facades, 
providing a very convincing brick appearance 
but without some of the problems which 
conventional bricks bring, such as mortar 
stains and uneven surfaces. We were more 
than happy to specify them again for the Arden 
Gate development, and once again, we were 
very impressed with the end result.” 

The BBA-certified StoTherm Mineral system 
uses highly durable mineral fibre boards 
which provide unrivalled fire protection and 
high thermal performance. It has an efficient, 
single-leaf construction which does not 
reduce space inside the building, and it can 
be installed without the need for additional 
expansion joints. In the case of Arden Gate, the 
installation was completed using Sto’s unique 
Sto-Rotofix Plus mechanical fixings.

These spiral fixings allow the insulation boards 
to be installed and then easily adjusted to 
accommodate any unevenness in the substrate, 
and so create a smooth and even external 
surface. They offer a safe, strong and flexible 
method for installing insulation boards, to give 
superior resistance to high wind loadings when 
compared to a typical rail system alternative.



DRU DESIGNER GAS FIRES ARE THE INSPIRING AND PRACTICAL SOLUTION
FOR NEW BUILD, SELF BUILD AND REFURBISHMENT PROJECTS.

No chimney – no problem 

Balanced flue technology means the fires can be installed 
adjacent to any outside facing wall.

Realistic flames 

DRU burner technology delivers high, realistic flames with 
beautiful glowing embers.

The latest gas fire technology 

Smart app controls and extended flue systems ensure ease of 
use and flexibility of installation.

Huge choice of designs, sizes and formats

There are over 60 models with single-sided, 2 and 3 sided, 
tunnel and freestanding options.

The green solution 

All fires are Ecodesign ready with impressive energy labels 
and high efficiency. 

DRU has over 200 approved dealers throughout the UK and 
our own national technical support team. 

To book a consultation, please email: info@drufire.co.uk or 
call 0161 793 8700.

INSPIRATION, APPLICATION, 
SOLUTION!

DRUFIRE.COM
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